
"Sake of the Month"
JOZEN Hanami (Draft)      JUNMAI GINJO NABESHIMA AIYAMA     JUNMAI DAIGINJO

Dry & Medium body Rich & Medium Body
As light as the hanami float this jozen Nabeshima in how it presents itself on the nose
begins and ends with ease. Bright and & likewise, on the palate, the rich, opulent &
zippy with a magically mineral-driven majestic sake finished with immense finesse
finish.

(300ml) Btl  30.00 --> Btl  20.00 (720ml) Btl  160.00

MIMUROSUGI    JUNMAI GINJO
Semi-Dry & Light Body WATARI BUNE     JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Fresh & tender on the palate w/ a clean sharp Rich & Medium Body
acidity; clean & clear w/ no off-flavors & has a Soft, round and luscious. It is elegant, 
moderate body & juicy umami. complex and well-valanced with deep, rich

Btl  65.00 --> Btl  50.00 notes of honeydew and pineapple.

(720ml)
(720ml) Btl  230.00

TOKO - Ultraluxe Fukurotsuri   JUNMAI DAIGINJO
SAYURI    NIGORI  (Unfiltered) Semi Dry & Medium Body

Fruity Sweet & Creamy; Full body Ultimate indulgence; made by the highest

Brewed w/ natural water of Rokko, quality Yamada Nishiki rice milled down to a
Refreshing aroma, natural sweetness painstaking 35%. What is bottled is only  the 
& smooth aftertaste. drops. Notes of lychee, wild strawberry & 

(300ml) Btl  15.00 grapefruit.
(720ml) Btl  250.00

YAEMON        JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Dry & Medium body MABOROSHI Kurobako     JUNMAI DAIGINJO
Bright & crisp aromas that are almost Rich & Full Body
lemony w/ an underlying earthy aroma. Brewed w/ top class Yamada Nishiki
Encompasses a tart stryle but w/ a nice rice. It's made w/ apple yeast & care-
creamy texture. fully brewed almost completely by hand,
(300ml) Btl  26.00 forms the highest achievemen of brewery.

SHICHI HON YARI - Shizuku    JUNMAI DAIGINJO (720ml) Btl  360.00
Dry & Light Body
Use unique method by which sake is pressed
via gravity and collected, drip by drip.  No DASSAI 23 HAYATA  JUNMAI DAIGINJO
additional pressure is added & the result is Smooth & Medium body
a brilliantly clear & well-balanced sake. Behind a first elegant and straight nose, 
(500ml) Btl  175.00 a slightly powdered (rice powder) bouquet of 

immortelle flowers emerges. On the palate, 
TANAKA 1789 x CHARTIER BLEND 001 very fine bubbles give it a touch of fizziness.

Semi Dry & Medium Body
Aroma of aniseed and fresh basil; it is dense, (720ml) Btl  360.00
round and creamy, with a vivid final feel; has 
a lingering flavours of peach and pineapple, 

(500ml) Btl  200.00


